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Abstract

BACKGROUND. Mastery refers to the degree to which people perceive that they can control factors that influence their life situation, and has been found important for people’s quality of life and well-being. It is thus essential to be able to measure mastery in a valid and reliable way.

AIM. This study aimed at using the Rasch measurement model for investigating the psychometric properties of a Swedish version of the Pearlin Mastery Scale (Mastery-S).

METHODS. A sample of 300 healthy individuals and 278 persons with mental illness responded to the Mastery-S. Item responses were Rasch analyzed regarding model fit, response category functioning, differential item functioning (DIF) and targeting, using the partial credit model.

RESULTS. The Mastery-S items represented a logical continuum of the measured construct but one item displayed misfit. Reliability (Person Separation Index) was 0.7. The response categories did not work as expected in three items, which could be corrected for by collapsing categories. Three items displayed DIF between the two subsamples, which caused a bias when comparing mastery levels between subsamples, suggesting the Mastery-S is not truly generic.

CONCLUSIONS. The Mastery-S may be used to obtain valid and reliable data, but some precautions should be made. If used to compare groups, new analyses of DIF should first be made. Users of the scale should also consider exempting item 6 from the scale and analyze it as a separate item. Finally, rewording of response categories should be considered in order to make them more distinct and thereby improve score reliability.
Key words: Control, coping, validity, reliability, psychometrics.
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Introduction

It is increasingly recognised that the ability to manage daily activities and live an independent and satisfying life is dependent on the degree to which people perceive that they can control the factors that influence their life situation (1-3). The phenomenon expressed in such a belief is often termed mastery (4). Mastery is an important factor in public health since it is closely related to quality of life and well-being (5). It is thus essential to be able to measure mastery in a valid and reliable way, and it is also important to scrutinise the theoretical underpinnings of the mastery construct.

A few studies have elaborated on theoretical aspects of the mastery construct. In the original works of Pearlin and associates (4, 6) mastery was understood as a coping mechanism when dealing with stress. It was also seen as a mainly stable personal resource. DeSocio, Kitzman and Cole (7) used mastery to operationalise self-agency, seen as the conceptual understanding of self as an agent capable of shaping motives, behaviour and future possibilities. Self-agency also encompasses a continuous self, existing from the past into the future, which allows for the envision of a future self, compatible with current motivations and intentions (7). More recently, the concept of empowerment has been used to denote the control of one’s life and recovery process (8), which has clear similarities with mastery. Mastery has also been theoretically linked with well-being, and according to Ryff and Singer (9), mastery is one of six components that comprise well-being. Research thus indicates that the construct of mastery may theoretically be seen as a personal resource related to coping, self-agency, the existence of a continuous self, empowerment and well-being.

A commonly used instrument when assessing mastery is the Pearlin Mastery
Scale (6). Still, although it has been widely used (1, 7, 10-11), there are very few studies of its psychometric properties and no study appears to have been performed in a Swedish context. Therefore, this study aimed at using the Rasch measurement model (12) to investigate the psychometric properties of a Swedish version of the Pearlin Mastery Scale. The Rasch model was used because it mathematically defines the requirements for measurement and allows scales to be examined in a way that is freed from the distribution of the study sample (12-14). By determining the extent to which observed data conform with model specifications, Rasch analysis provides a powerful means of assessing a scale’s measurement properties (13-15).

**Methods**

This study was based on re-analysis of data collected for other studies (16-18), which all complied with stipulations in the Swedish act regulating research ethics and were approved by the local ethical review board. All procedures followed were in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration.

**Participants and procedure**

The participants were sought in two contexts – a working sample of women and men employed in a state-run organisation and another sample consisting of people in outpatient psychiatric care.

The working sample consisted of employees from six South Swedish national health insurance offices. The sample was selected for a study that aimed to explore salutogenic factors at work. All employees at the selected insurance offices received an information letter that invited them to the study, detailed the aims and
study design and explained the principles of voluntariness and confidentiality. They were invited to fill out a computer based questionnaire and participation was taken as the agreement to participate. This is in line with the Swedish act regulating research ethics. At the time of data collection, a total of 424 persons (75 men and 349 women) were employed at the six offices. A total of 382 individuals logged into the questionnaire, of whom 64 (16 men, 48 women) decided not to participate. A further 18 persons had to be excluded because they either did not complete the Mastery Scale or did not fill in information about gender and age. In all 300 individuals (250 females), representing 71% of the total staff group, responded to the questionnaire, including the mastery instrument (16). The data collection process did not allow for any further analyses of non-responders. Socio-demographic data for the participants are presented in Table I. They worked in average 37.5 hours per week, and the majority was administrative officials and investigators working with consulting assignments with clients. The data was collected in 2006.

The sample of people with mental illness was recruited from different units. Presumptive participants received an information letter and then gave their written informed consents. The data was collected face-to-face. One subsample was formed by patients visiting an outpatient unit for people with psychosis, previously used in studies investigating relationships between satisfaction with daily activities and well-being. The selection procedure, described in more detail elsewhere (17), was based on systematic sampling among patients of working ages with at least two years of history of psychiatric illness. Diagnoses were set by the psychiatrists responsible for the clients, according to the ICD-10 (19). Those data were collected 2001-2002. A second subsample was formed by people of working ages visiting day centres for people with psychiatric disabilities in three Swedish municipalities. The inclusion
criterion was visiting a day centre for four hours per week or more. A third subsample was composed of patients visiting outpatient psychosis units in the same municipalities, and inclusion criteria were two years of history of psychiatric illness and not visiting a day centre or the like for four hours or more. Both of these latter subsamples are described more fully in Eklund and Sandlund (18). No records were kept, since the day centres were not part of the medical care, and the diagnoses were based on self-report in both of these latter subsamples. The self-reported diagnoses were subsequently grouped according to the ICD-10 system by an independent experienced psychiatrist. Data from subsamples two and three were collected 2006-2008. In all, the sample of people with mental illness comprised 278 individuals. Based on psychiatrists’ assessments for the first subsample and self-report in the other two, 59% had schizophrenia or other psychoses, 26% had a mood or anxiety disorder and 15% had other psychiatric diagnoses. See Table I for sociodemographic characteristics.

< Table I >

The Mastery scale

A Swedish version of the Pearlin Mastery Scale was used. The original American scale (4, 6) has shown good construct and predictive validity and good internal consistency according to classical test theory criteria (20). It consists of seven items with four ordered response categories (1=strongly agree; 2=agree; 3=disagree; 4=strongly disagree), where 4 indicates the highest level of self-mastery. The Swedish version tested here (Mastery-S) was initially developed for a project investigating the consequences following job loss and unemployment (21). It has been used in a number of studies (1, 11, 22-23), but psychometric testing appears to
be lacking. For this study, the Mastery-S was back-translated into English by a professional translator and compared to the original, which revealed some deviances in four out of the seven items. For example, the original wording of item 3 is “I have little control over the things that happen to me” while the retranslation was “I haven’t much say in matters that concern my life”. Although the Mastery-S may not be fully comparable with the original, its frequent use warrants investigation of its psychometric properties.

Data analysis

The Mastery-S was analyzed psychometrically according to the Rasch measurement model (12-13) for ordered response categories (the partial credit model) (14, 24-25).

The Rasch model

The Rasch model (12-14, 24) defines, mathematically, what is required from data (item responses) for total scores to express valid measurement. In terms of mastery, the Rasch model is based on the notion that people with low mastery levels will have low probabilities to affirm items expressing high levels of mastery. The model separately locates persons and items on a common logit (log-odd units) metric, with mean item location set at zero logits. The Rasch model requires unidimensionality (items represent a common underlying latent variable) and local independence (each item response provides unique information). Both these aspects are reflected in the fit of data to the model and violation of either distorts measurement (26-27).

Model fit is assessed by examining the accordance between expected and observed responses across person locations (class intervals) on the measured construct (13, 24). Item fit is supported by non-significant standardised residuals (i.e., the discrepancy between observed and expected item responses) that range between -2.5
and +2.5 (13, 24). Large negative residuals signal local dependency, whereas large positive residuals suggest violation of unidimensionality. The associated chi-squared value represents an overall indication of the interaction between item responses across class intervals and the measured variable; the closer the empirical responses accord with model expectations, the smaller the chi-squared value and the larger the associated P-value. However, the interpretation of chi-squared values is complicated by the facts that they are sensitive to sample size (15, 24). It is therefore recommended that sample size should be set to n=500 when large data sets are analyzed (preserving all other empirical aspects of the data), and that chi-squared values should be used as an order statistic (15, 24). That is, a smooth increase in chi-squared values followed by a larger increase would suggest misfit of the item(s) representing the increase. In addition, fit statistics are complemented by judgement of the correspondence between observed and expected item responses through visual inspection of the item-characteristic curve (ICC).

The Rasch model also provides a means to assess whether response categories work as assumed (24). Ordered response categories (e.g., 0 – 1 – 2 – 3) are expected to reflect an increasing amount of the variable under investigation. The threshold between two adjacent categories is the point where there is a 50/50 probability of scoring, e.g., 2 or 3. Disordered thresholds indicate that the response categories do not work as intended. This may be due to, e.g. too many response categories or ambiguous wording. Collapsing categories with disordered thresholds may provide clues regarding how the scale may be improved (15, 24).

Differential item functioning (DIF) is an additional aspect of fit to the Rasch model that may bias scale scores (13). DIF analyses assess whether subgroups of people with similar levels on the measured construct respond systematically different
to items (28). That is, the presence of DIF suggests that an item does not work the same way in subgroups of people. When DIF is uniform (i.e. item responses differ uniformly between subgroups across the measured construct) this can be adjusted for by splitting the item into two new items, one for each subgroup (24).

Within the Rasch framework, reliability can be assessed by the person separation index (PSI). The PSI is analogous to coefficient alpha and indicates how many statistically distinct groups of people (separated by three standard errors) a scale is able to separate between (14, 29).

Targeting assesses how well a scale corresponds to the levels of, e.g., mastery experienced by respondents. If a scale is well targeted to the sample, the mean sample location approximates the mean item location (i.e., zero). Examination of the relationship between the locations of people and items also reveals how successful a set of items is in mapping out a continuum of the measured variable (14-15).

**Analysis plan**

Sample size was set to n=500 in all analyses of model fit (15, 24). We then examined model fit for each item by means of fit residuals, chi-squared values and associated P-values, and inspection of ICCs.

Functioning of response categories was examined and if disordered thresholds were found, categories were collapsed to explore if a smaller number of categories would improve the scale. The presence of DIF was assessed by means of a 2-way ANOVA of the differences between item response functions among healthy and mentally ill people. Items with significant F-values (P<0.05 following Bonferroni correction) were considered to have DIF. In case of DIF, these items were split into two new items (one for each subgroup). The impact of any observed DIF was
assessed by testing whether DIF influenced estimated differences in mastery levels between healthy and mentally ill people by means of t-tests and effect sizes (differences between groups divided by the overall SD).

Reliability was assessed by the person separation index (PSI). We also assessed targeting and the extent to which the points of measurement (i.e. the locations of response category thresholds) mapped out an evenly spaced quantitative continuum, without significant gaps (indicating compromised measurement ability and larger measurement error) or clustering (indicating item measurement redundancy) (15). The logic of the hierarchical ordering of item locations was considered in order to assess internal content and construct validity.

Finally, the scale was analyzed among healthy and mentally ill individuals separately.

All analyses were conducted using the RUMM2030 software (Rumm laboratory Pty Ltd., Perth). P-values were adjusted according to Bonferroni.

Results

Data quality was good with an average of 1.2% missing responses per item (range, 0.9-1.5%). Table II shows item fit to the Rasch model. Two items (numbers 2 and 6) displayed signs of misfit to the model. In both instances, the nature of the misfit suggested that these items may represent a different construct than that measured by the scale as a whole. Misfit was most pronounced for item 6 (fit residual, 4.36), whereas it was marginal and non-significant for item 2 (fit residual, 2.68). This was also reflected in the ICCs for the respective items (Figure 1). Accordingly, inspection of the ordered chi-squared values identified item 6 as misfitting (Figure 2).
Examination of the response categories revealed disordered thresholds in items 1, 3 and 5. In all instances, disordering involved the third category. Following collapsing of the second and third categories in these items, the rating scale worked as intended, as exemplified by item 5 (Figure 3).

Analyses of DIF did not reveal any non-uniform DIF but three items (numbers 2, 5, 6) displayed uniform DIF between healthy and mentally ill responders. For items 2 and 5, healthy people scored systematically higher than people with mental illness despite having the same levels of mastery. Item 6 showed DIF in the opposite direction. To explore the impact of the observed item level DIF we compared mastery levels between healthy and mentally ill responders using the DIF-adjusted and the original (non-DIF adjusted) item sets (Table III). Although both comparisons resulted in the same conclusion (small but statistically significant difference), the estimated difference was more pronounced for the non-DIF-adjusted item set. This suggests that DIF contributed to a bias favouring healthy people.

Reliability (PSI) was 0.704, indicating that the scale can separate people into two statistically distinct strata. Figure 4 illustrates the locations of item response category thresholds relative to the locations of the sample. The mean person location is 0.59 (SD, 0.98) logits (bars above the x-axes) relative to the mean item location of 0 logits (bars below the x-axes). This means that there is a general tendency for the items to
represent less mastery than that experienced by the persons. While the thresholds are able to map out a continuum, there are also several gaps as well as clusters along the continuum (Figure 4). Specifically, the scale fails to represent higher levels of mastery and tends to be somewhat redundant around the centre of the person distribution.

The hierarchy that the mastery items represent is illustrated in Table II, which displays the items in location order. In general, the ordering appears logical as for example only people with high levels of mastery would say that they “can do just about anything”, whereas those with low levels of mastery feel that they have “little control over things that happen” to them.

Finally, the scale was analyzed separately among healthy and mentally ill individuals, respectively. In the healthy sample, there was only marginal misfit for item 2 (fit residual, 2.68), whereas item 6 did not misfit (fit residual, 1.57). However, reliability was relatively low (PSI, 0.62) and the third response category thresholds were disordered in all items but numbers 4 and 6. Mean (SD) person location was 0.917 (SD,0.897; range, -0.552 - 4.158) logits. Among people with mental illnesses, item 6 showed misfit similar to that in the main analysis (fit residual, 4.18) and there was marginal misfit for item 5 (fit residual, -2.64). However, reliability was acceptable (PSI, 0.75) and there was no response category threshold disordering. Mean (SD) person location was 0.390 (SD,1.080; range, -2.146 - 3.478) logits.

Discussion

This study reached its aim of clarifying the psychometric properties of the Mastery-S,
by application of the Rasch measurement model. Although the Mastery-S displays some differences in item wording compared with the original Pearlin Mastery Scale, it showed acceptable reliability. Moreover, while there was some scarcity of items representing higher levels of mastery, the scale represents a logical continuum of the measured construct.

There were, however, signs of misfit to the Rasch model. Specifically, data suggest that item 6 (“what happens to me in the future depends on me”) may represent a different construct than that measured by the scale as a whole. The content of this Mastery-S item agreed with the original, so this observation does not appear to be an artefact of the translation. Notably, however, the misfit of this item appears to have emanated from responses provided by mentally ill people. This item also displayed DIF between people with mental illness and healthy people. Specifically, those with a mental illness had a higher probability of endorsing this item than healthy people, regardless of their levels of mastery. Imagining a realistic future self may be problematic for people with a severe mental illness, which may explain the DIF.

The fact that there was DIF and that this manifested in a small but clear difference in effect sizes (0.10) of the differences between healthy and mentally ill people’s mastery levels as derived from the original and DIF adjusted scale suggests that the Mastery-S is not truly generic. DIF may yield misleading conclusions, and in the present case it produced an artificially large difference between the two groups. Therefore DIF should be checked and controlled for when the scale is used to compare groups.

The response scale showed to be non-optimal, since response category thresholds were reversed for three items (1, 3 and 5). Collapsing the second and third response alternatives produced a better response scale, with a logical threshold order.
However, post hoc exercises such as collapsing response categories are exploratory and need empirical verification. Future modifications of the scale should therefore consider revising its response categories. This could be done either by reducing the number of response categories from four to three, or by modifying their wording in order to obtain more clearly distinctive meanings. In general, the latter option would be preferable since reducing response categories also reduces measurement precision, person separability and score reliability (14-15). These concerns appear to primarily apply when using the scale among healthy individuals, since scores had poor reliability and response category threshold disordering was more pronounced in this subsample. The latter finding is consistent with observations regarding the interpretation of response categories among people with Parkinson’s disease and neurologically healthy control subjects, where the perceived difference between “disagree” and “totally disagree” was marginal, particularly among control subjects (30).

The fact that there was some redundancy regarding items at the average level of “difficulty” and scarcity of mastery items of greater “difficulty”, i.e. items that are less likely to be endorsed, means that ceiling effects can be expected in groups likely to experience high levels of mastery. This may have some clinical and practical implications, such as that the Mastery-S will be less suitable for detecting differences between groups with stronger sense of Mastery or follow changes over time in such samples.

**Methodological discussion**

The sample with no known illness consisted of mainly women. That skewed gender distribution, not deliberately sought, may be seen as a methodological problem and
may have contributed to the observed DIF. Another factor that may have influenced the DIF is the variation between the samples regarding family situation. Very few among those with a mental illness were married or had children, compared with the healthy sample. Thus, this study leaves some uncertainty to whether the DIF identified was caused solely by the difference in health condition between the groups and to what extent socio-demographic factors contributed. Additional studies of samples that are more balanced in these respects are needed to firmly address these issues. Moreover, the administration format differed between the samples and this may have affected the results in some unknown way. For example, it cannot be excluded that the computerized administration contributed to response category disordering. Another discrepancy between the two samples was that reliability was relatively low among healthy people. The explanation for this most probably lies in the larger spread in Mastery-S scores among people with mental illnesses (24, 31).

**Conclusion and recommendation**

We suggest that the Mastery-S may be used to obtain valid and reliable data in the context of public health, but some precautions should be made. Firstly, if used to compare groups, DIF analyses should initially be performed to estimate its impact. Similarly, reliability needs to be verified when using the scale; we found it only marginally acceptable in the main analysis and below acceptable levels among healthy people. Thirdly, users of the scale should consider exempting item 6 from the scale and analyze it as a separate item. Furthermore, in future development of the scale rewording of response categories should be considered in order to make them more distinct and thereby improve score reliability and potentials to separate mastery levels among people. Finally, given that no previous study appears to have conducted this type of analyses on the Pearlin Mastery Scale, our observations have important
implications for the use and further scientific inquiry on the original version, as well as any of its translations.
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Figure legends

Figure 1.

Graphical illustration of Rasch model fit of items 2, 6 and 4 of the Mastery-S scale. The item characteristic curve (ICC; grey curve) represents the expected item responses (y-axis) at various levels of the measured construct (x-axis). Black dots represent the observed responses in the sample as divided into ten class intervals according to their locations on the measured construct, indicated by the marks on the x-axis. Item 2 (panel A) has a somewhat large but non-significant fit residual value (2.68) and item 6 (panel B) exhibits a more pronounced deviation from model expectations (fit residual, 4.36). This item shows under discrimination as the empirical observations tend to parallel the x-axis. This suggests that the item may not represent the same construct as the test as a whole, i.e. it violates unidimensionality. For comparison, panel C depicts an item (number 4) displaying good model fit statistics (fit residual, 1.99).

Figure 2.

Chi-squared values (y-axis) of the item-trait interaction goodness-of-fit for items of the Mastery-S scale in ascending order (x-axis). A large “jump” from a smooth increase in chi-squared values suggestive of model misfit (24).

Figure 3.

Example category probability curves from the Mastery-S scale. Location on the measured construct is indicated on the x-axis (with threshold locations centered at
zero; negative values = less mastery) and the y-axis represents the probability of affirming response categories 1 through 4 relative to the location on the measured construct (x-axis). Panel A shows an item (no. 5) representing the typical pattern with disordered thresholds between response categories 2-to-3 and 3-to-4. Panel B displays response category functioning after collapsing the second and third categories (old categories 2 and 3 rescored into new category 2, and old category 4 becomes new category 3).

Figure 4.

Distributions of the locations of people (upper histogram: mean, 0.59; SD, 0.98) and response category thresholds (lower histogram: mean, 0; SD, 0.26) on the common logit metric. Response category thresholds are the locations where there is a 50/50 probability of endorsing either of two adjacent categories and represent the “notches” on the latent ruler defined by the items. Mean item locations are tabulated below the graph. This represents the observed item hierarchy for the Mastery-S scale.
Table I. *Socio-demographic data for the two samples.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Healthy sample</th>
<th>Sample with mental illness</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>N</strong></td>
<td>300</td>
<td>278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age, mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td>47.7 (9.9)</td>
<td>43.7 (10)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[min - max]</td>
<td>[25-66]</td>
<td>[25-64]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males, n (%)</td>
<td>50 (16.7)</td>
<td>147 (53.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females, n (%)</td>
<td>250 (83.3)</td>
<td>130 (46.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marital status</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married/cohabitant, n (%)</td>
<td>238 (79.6)</td>
<td>68 (24.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single, n (%)</td>
<td>61 (20.4)</td>
<td>205 (75.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Having children living at home</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, n (%)</td>
<td>135 (45.5)</td>
<td>44 (17.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, n (%)</td>
<td>162 (54.5)</td>
<td>214 (82.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II. *Rasch item and fit statistics for the Mastery-S scale*. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Item statistics</th>
<th>Fit statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Item</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Little control over things that happen to me</td>
<td>-0.395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Little I can do to change important things in life</td>
<td>-0.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Feel helpless in dealing with problems</td>
<td>-0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No way I can solve some of my problems</td>
<td>-0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>What happens to me in the future depends on me</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Feel I’m being pushed around</td>
<td>0.263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Can do just about anything</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* Performed with the sample divided into ten class intervals according to person locations on the measured construct.  

*b* Expressed in linear log-odds units (logits). Mean item location is zero with positive values representing higher levels of mastery.  

*c* Residuals summarise the deviation of observed from expected responses. Deviation from the recommended range of -2.5 to +2.5, indicating item misfit, are bold.  

*d* Chi-square values summarise the deviation of observed from expected responses across the three class intervals of people. Higher values represent larger deviations.  

*e* Analysed with sample size set to n=500. Bonferroni corrected (0.05 / 7) statistically significant deviations across class intervals (i.e. P<0.007), indicating item misfit, are bold.  

SE, standard error.
Table III. *Comparisons (t-tests) of mastery levels among healthy and mentally ill responders according to the original and DIF adjusted Mastery-S scale.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Healthy (n=300)a</th>
<th>Mentally ill (n=349)a</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Effect size b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original scale</td>
<td>0.77 (0.86)</td>
<td>0.43 (1.06)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIF adjusted scale</td>
<td>0.74 (0.89)</td>
<td>0.49 (1.07)</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Data are mean (SD) logit values.

b Mean difference between groups divided by the overall SD (original scale, 0.985; DIF adjusted scale, 0.998).

DIF, differential item functioning.
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